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Game Summary

In the course of industrial development of a city, a river might become eutrophicated and algae will grow. In order to prevent or reverse such pollution and thereby improve life, machines in the game gather algae (Ping-pong balls) to clean up the river and also engage in river harvests (Golf balls).

The winner of a match is determined by the weight of balls which machines convey to their own bowl. Since a golf ball is much heavier than a ping-pong ball, a golf ball can be used effectively to influence the outcome of the game.

Game Rules

- Two teams play the game in a match. Time limit is 90 seconds.
- All machines may leave the 500mm cubic starting area on its side at the starting time.
- The winner of a match is determined by the weight of the balls in the bowls. Whichever side is heavier, the team assigned to that side of the table wins the game.

Ping-Pong Balls (Algae)

Ping-pong balls are stored in an upper part of the river and they are released just after the game starts.

Rotating Score Panel

The panel has 4 plexiglass tubes which contain golf balls. The panel is rotated according to the difference of the weights of balls in the two bowls. When the panel rotates, golf balls will fall down into the river zone.

Parts

There are more than 30 kinds of parts for each team.

You can buy additional parts or material with up RMB 80 Yuan.

Energy

Allowed forms of energy storage include:
- Gravity potential.
- The electric energy provided by the controller unit.
- The compressed air stored in the air tube.
- Elastic energy (such as stored within springs).